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Post-discharge, you twice applied to the Naval Discharge Review Board (NDRB) for a discharge 
upgrade.  On 5 July 2022, the NDRB upgraded your characterization of service to General 
(Under Honorable Conditions).  Additionally, this Board previously denied your request for 
disability retirement, travel pay, and a discharge upgrade on 17 December 2020. 
 
The Board carefully considered your arguments that you deserve an upgrade to your 
characterization of service, separation pay based on the NDRB upgrade decision, and a disability 
discharge.  You contend that prior to the administrative separation board, your infections disease 
health provider at Naval Medical Center  intended to initiate a medical board due to 
your HIV condition.  You argue that the erroneous administrative separation board decision to 
discharge you with an OTH displaced your medical board and proper disability discharge.  You 
state that the administrative board decision was invalid as it relied on the false testimony of a 
former partner.  As evidence, you included a medical record, dated 29 September 2009, from a 
medical provider stating that the physician would dictate a medical board.   
 
The Board again determined that you were properly processed for administrative discharge due 
to your failure to properly warn potential partners of your positive HIV status.  In its previous 
decision, this Board stated in pertinent part: 
 

First, the Board concluded that the preponderance of the evidence supports your 
current characterization of service.  In reviewing your record, the Board noted that 
a Naval Criminal Investigative Service investigation found evidence that you did 
not warn potential partners of your positive HIV status.  This evidence was 
corroborated by a witness that was engaged in a sexual relationship with you during 
that period of time.  Based on this evidence, the Board determined the 
administrative separation board findings were supported by the preponderance of 
the evidence.  Further, when taking into consideration the potential for serious 
bodily harm posed by your misconduct, the Board also concluded it constituted 
behavior that was a significant departure from the conduct expected of a member 
of the Navy and qualified for an Other than Honorable characterization of service.  
The Board considered the evidence you provided of misconduct by your accuser 
but determined this evidence did not eliminate evidence that shows you also 
committed misconduct that formed the basis for your administrative separation.   
Second, based on their finding you were properly discharged for commission of a 
serious offense with an Other than Honorable characterization of service, the Board 
concluded that you did not qualify for a 15-year retirement or placement on the 
disability retirement list.  The Board found no evidence you served 15-years of 
qualifying service for retirement or that you were unfit for continued naval service 
at the time of your discharge.  More importantly, the Board determined that you 
were ineligible for transfer to either retirement list based on your administrative 
separation for misconduct.  Third, based on your administrative separation for 
commission of a serious offense that resulted in an Other than Honorable 
characterization of service, the Board determined you were not eligible for 
separation or travel pay upon your discharge from the Navy.  As previously 
explained, the Board found the Navy’s actions in your case to be appropriate and 
supported by the preponderance of the evidence. 






